Multiple processes running on a VAX and on VMEbased processors allow up to 16 detector sub-systems to run independently or coupled, with an aggregate throughput of 600 Kbytes/sec. VMS facilities are used extensively for command definition, message passing, controlling access to CAMAC and high voltage modules, and maintaining shared data structures.
Introduction
The Distributed Data Acquisition (DDA) System was developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory for experiment 802, part of the relativistic heavy ion program at BNL. The detector hardware includes a charged particle spectrometer with four tracking chambers, a time-of-flight wall, and Nerenkov counters for particle identification. In addition, there is a charged particle multiplicity array, a lead glass wall, and a zero degree calorimeter. The necessity of dealing with several thousand channels of ADC and TDC information from these detectors led to the use of multiple processors for parallel readout of the event data. The purpose of this paper is to describe the higher level software for this distributed system. The acquisition hardware and lower level software is described in another paper, Distributed Data Acquisition for BNL802 I: The Front End [1] .
The DDA system consists of a VAX 11/785 host and a VME-based intelligent front end (see Figure 1 ). The front end is managed by a Motorola 68010 microprocessor (called the Chairman) running a multi-tasking operating system. Each CAMAC crate is interfaced to a dedicated 68000 CPU [2] , so that all CAMAC crates may be read out in parallel. The software for each crate is written in assembly language and is tailored to the detector components attached to that crate. Fastbus crates are read out by LeCroy 1821 segment managers, through a DMA interface to VME developed for this system [3] . A At high data rates, the Event Builder could fill buffers faster than they can be processed by the formatting task, which runs at a lower priority. The spill structure of the accelerator allows the slower task to catch up at the end of the spill period. In this way, complete formatting of the event data does not slow down data acquisition. In the same way, buffer transmission to the VAX is asynchronous with data acquisition.
Control Messages
Control of the front end is by command messages passed from the VAX host over the DRI1-W link. Each message is tagged with a message type, a number from 0 to 511. The message type determines which task is to receive the message, and the VME Link Server forwards the message to the appropriate task. The overhead to do this is extremely low, on the order of 200 ,usec including the context switch.
Collisions on the VAX-VME link can After logging, a sample of the events is copied into an event pool by the Buffer Processor for distribution to one or more analysis programs. Software to implement the event pool was developed by Quarrie for CDF at Fermilab [4] . The Buffer Processor samples the input stream with an overhead of 10% per 50 events/sec + 5% per 100 Kbytes/sec. It runs at normal priority, and therefore it does not interfere with the ability of the Buffer Logger to keep up with the data coming from the front end.
Control of the Front End
Control of the front end is through messages constructed by a host program, for example in response to a user command to change a high voltage. The control message is queued to the VAX Link Server, transmitted across the link, and dispatched by the VME Link Server to the appropriate task. The reply, if any, is automatically routed back to the originating VAX process through the event pool ( Figure 4 ). This is accomplished by dynamically allocating a unique message number for the reply, and sending it with the message. For reply messages like this which do not contain event data, the Buffer Processor delivers all messages instead of sampling them. The definitions of the domains are kept in a memory resident structure called a global section. This global section also contains other heavily used information, and serves as a type of high speed database for control operations. Items in this database are quickly accessed by an 8 character name through hashing techniques, and can be defined and deleted dynamically.
In order to reduce the load on the link during a spill, and also to further reduce the probability of collisions, many control utilities synchronize their operations to the spill structure of the accelerator. These programs, such as the high voltage monitor and the scaler display program, wait for a message from the front end indicating that a spill has finished. They then issue their read requests and receive their replies during the interval between spills. If there is no spill structure available, they can also operate in a time based mode.
Data Analysis
Online monitoring and analysis programs receive events from the event pool ( Figure 5 ). The event pool software allows multiple "consumers", and allows events to be modified and written back to the pool by "producers". In this way, analysis pipelines may be constructed online. 
